
 

 

 
 

 

BASIC RATINGS 
 
THE MEANING AND USE OF THE WORD “RATING” 
 
Most of the time, when the term “rating” is used in this document and on TennisLink, the meaning 
is “Year-End Rating” of the previous year. Any other rating than “Year-End Rating” has various 
descriptive words added, such as 

- dynamic rating (dynamics) 
- match rating 
- Early Start rating 
- Start rates 
- Mid-year ratings 

 
NTRP OVERVIEW 
 
The NTRP process contains two parallel, loosely intertwined processes.  The dynamic rating 
process runs daily based on all results for what is termed a ‘championship year’.  
 
This calculation contains more and more match results as the year progresses.  The year end 
rating process occurs once a year in early November.  It includes all of the results used by the 
dynamic rating process from the league tennis program as well as results from NTRP and age 
group adult tournaments.   
 
Inclusion of USTA Adult, Sr. and Mixed results are not optional.  Each section must opt in to 
include NTRP or age division section tournaments (age division National tournaments no longer 
count) and other leagues.  This is done by the SLC or NTRP designee.  
 
DYNAMIC RATINGS – (daily calculation) 
 
The dynamic ratings are calculated on a daily basis using the previous year end ratings of players 
who have them.  The results from the divisions called Adult and Senior are the only ones used for 
this calculation.  Super Senior does NOT calculate dynamic ratings and players are not subject to 
dynamic disqualification in Super Seniors.   
 
Players who are new to the system are given ratings based on their match scores with players who 
already have a rating.  Once a ‘new’ player has generated three ratings, they are also able to 
generate ratings for additional ‘new’ players.  As the year progresses the system tends to reach a 
state where all players in given matches possess dynamic ratings. 
 
The ratings of the players allow a predicted score of each match.  When the actual score of the 
match differs from the predicted score, the dynamic ratings of all the players are adjusted slightly 
in the direction of the actual score.  This creates situations where players can lose a match but 
their rating actually increases because they achieved a closer score or actually have a win when 
they were supposed to lose.  Likewise, a team which wins can have a lower rating because they 
did not win by the predicted margin.  
 
These ratings are used by league coordinators to make adjustments for players who are on 
inappropriate teams.  In many cases, player’s dynamic ratings will be higher than the NTRP level of 
their team.  When they achieve a certain predetermined amount above their team level three times, 
they are subject to disqualification.  The coordinator advises them that they are disqualified and 
the player can appeal that decision.   If the disqualification is upheld, the player is no longer 



allowed to play on that team and their rating level on their player profile is raised so that future 
registrations can only be on a higher level team.  
 
Dynamic ratings are not used for any other purposes besides disqualification, appeals and 
registration in a concurrent championship year at this time.  They are only viewable by a small 
group of people nationwide.  The next paragraph explains how dynamic ratings factor into the Year 
End ratings.  
 
 
YEAR-END RATINGS (calculated once a year) 
 
Year End ratings are calculated once a year in mid-November following the completion of all of the 
leagues National Championships in the Adult and Senior divisions.  
 
The starting point for year end ratings is that all players have a Final Dynamic rating.  This is very 
close to the ordinary daily dynamic but a recalculation takes place which includes more match 
results from other league divisions and also tournament results.  Each section can exercise a 
choice of exactly which matches they want to include in their database.  Their choices include the 
ability to include or not include match results from divisions Combo and Other as well as 
Tournaments. (Opt-In, Opt-Out) 
 
 
Another rating calculation takes place with what is called the ‘Benchmark’ component of the 
rating.  This calculation is another module of NTRP National.  This component looks more closely 
at the performance of players at championship events.  The algorithm is similar to the daily 
dynamic but uses as its starting point, the Final Dynamic ratings of the players on the four 
semifinalist teams at the Adult and Senior National Championships.  Match scores are used to 
compare players with each other and a rating is given to each player for each match they play.  The 
assumption is that the ratings of their opponents and the score give an indication of the player 
rating for each match.  The player ratings for all their matches are averaged and that number 
becomes the benchmark component of their rating.  That Benchmark component and the final 
dynamic rating of each player are averaged together to achieve a Year End benchmark rating for 
each player. 
 
This process creates benchmark ratings for all players at the National Championships.  These 
players are then used to evaluate the players at Sectional Championships who did not advance to 
Nationals.  The same process as above compares all players and their scores to the benchmark 
players as well as to each other.  This allows benchmark ratings to be assigned to all players at the 
Sectional Championships. 
 
In turn, this process filters down thru the other championship levels which can include Regional, 
District, Area, League, Flight, and sub-Flight events.  Finally these players’ benchmark ratings are 
fed into the local league play and tournament and other data per the choice of the individual 
section.  In all cases, a benchmark component of the rating is calculated and then averaged with 
the final dynamic component of the rating to produce a year end rating. 
 
After review and perhaps some manual adjustment of National Benchmarks and a rerun of the 
entire calculation, these ratings are published to the USTA membership system and become the 
basis for players forming teams for the next championship year.  Unlike dynamic ratings, these are 
public.  But they are only published to the .5 rating levels.  Only the people authorized to see the 
daily dynamic rating can see the year end rating to the hundredth of a point. 
 
The year end calculation requires large server capacity and speed.  Typically, ranking calculations 
are routed to other servers during the one week when the year end calculation is being run and 
rerun as necessary. 
 



MIXED DOUBLES RATING 
 
All mixed doubles results are kept in a separate table.  They are calculated only once a year at year 
end.  The calculation process is the same as the daily dynamic so the individual player rating 
starts with the previous year end rating and changes with each mixed doubles match played.  
These ratings are entirely separate from the non-mixed results so players who have both types of 
matches will have two different dynamic ratings. 
 
The system is analyzed to find those players who played mixed doubles exclusively.  Once they 
are identified, their mixed doubles dynamic rating is changed to a year end rating and they join the 
other players who have year end ratings for the current championship year.  This is what is termed 
a Mixed Exclusive rating and it is treated the same as other ratings in terms of being published and 
being appealed.  
 
 

SELF-RATING 
 

A self-rating is an entry rating level determined by the new player based on questions asked in the 
TennisLink registration process.   
 
If a player does not have a computer rating he must self-rate before entering a USTA LEAGUE 
program.  (A similar self-rate program for tournament players who don’t play league is in 
discussion and may be implemented in the future.  When registering for a league team on the 
Tennislink’s League web site,  a player needs his membership number, team number, and a major 
credit card.   After clicking on “Register for a Team” and following the prompts the system leads 
him through the registration and self-rate process. 
 
The accuracy of the self-rating process depends 100% on the truthfulness of the player filling out 
the questions online. On any given day, a player may play above or below his or her rating.  If 
someone truly feels a self-rated player is significantly above level, they may file a fair play 
grievance by contacting their local league coordinator. 
 
A player can not declare different self-ratings for different leagues. Once he declares an initial self-
rating, he or she is bound by it for one year or until they generate a computer rating.  So if 
someone plans to play 4.0 Senior but also wants to play 3.5 Adult later in the year – he must be 
certain to select 3.5 if an option. 
 
Rating type for a self-rated player: S 
 
Self-rate guidelines can be found online here: http://tennislink.usta.com/leagues/  by 
following the link “NTRP ratings” under “Learn More” on the bottom right hand side. 
 
The Experienced Self-Rate Report can be accessed through “Registration Reports” on the bottom 
right hand side under Coordinator Options, or through the League Setup Tree. 
 
 
APPEALS 
 
Players can appeal that their rating be changed to a higher or lower level.  If their calculated rating 
is within .05 or their desired level, they are granted that appeal (different criteria are in place for 
senior players).   
 
The automatic appeal function for Year End ratings can be found in “Find a Rating” . 
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APPEALS FOR SELF-RATED PLAYERS 
 
Immediate Electronic Self-Rate Appeal: If a player feels the system gives him a rating too high for 
his abilities, he can appeal that on the spot while registering for a league team.  Appeal information 
appears under coordinator option of review appeals. The appeals process will usually take a few 
days to a week and is being handled by a district or sectional administrator. 
 
If a player feels the system gives him a rating too low for his abilities, he can appeal that on the 
spot through “Find A Rating” to whatever level he likes to have.  Only SR appeals UP can be 
processed in “Find a Rating”.  
 
Second Chance on Self-Rate Appeal: As long as the player hasn’t generated a computer rating, he 
has a second chance for an electronic Self-Rate Appeal. All he needs to do is start to register for a 
team below his self-rated level. The system will come back with the message:  
Line #1: Player’s rating is too high for team entered – Edit entry or Appeal Self-Rate, at which point 
the player can elect to do another electronic appeal and submit it right away. 
 
Self-Rate Appeal down the road: A player that has self-rated at an inappropriately high level may 
request an adjustment to that self-rating for the balance of the year if at least two dynamic ratings 
produced on the NTRP National program indicate the individual is .10 below the next lowest level.  
(Example:  self-rate at 3.5; dynamic numbers produced are 2.9)   
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